
Despite extreme time pressures, Nutri-Tech finds
comfort in a brand that balances solid performance
with flexibility.
Overview

Nutri-Tech Solutions was established in 1994 with the aim of improving nutrition from the soil up. Since
then, the company has pioneered a range of innovative strategies in biological agriculture, developed
severalworld firsts including the Calcium ShuttlerM, and firmly established itself as a leader in the field.

Nutri-Tech's products include dry mineraland liquid fertilisers, microbe culturing, mineral suspensions and
energy devices, as well as supplements and solutions aimed at improving the health and quality of meat in
poultry and livestock.

The company is also dedicated to education and produces a range of DVDs, literature and seminars.

Drawing a line in the sand

Nutri-Tech has been using MYOB Premier since the beginning, and continues to use it today for payroll.

ln f une 2OO4 however, in an effort to improve efficiency, Nutri-Tech adopted a suite of products from a
com peti n g Austral ian accou nti n g softwa re com pany.

The decision, according to Nutri-Tech Company Secretary Rosa Sait was a disastrous one.

"lt wasn't long before we started experiencing severe faults. When we drilled into reports to see how
the figures were made up, control accounts would never match up with the balance sheet. Worse still,
customers would send payments for invoices that had mysteriously disappeared within the system and it
became exceedingly difficult to reconcile anything."

"ln short our data became unreliable, and the general lack of visibility made it almost impossible to trace
costsr" says Sait.

Finalfy, in August 2006, Nutri-Tech decided enough was enough.

"We needed a system that could meet the complexities of our business with functionality such as multi
currencies, multi companies and multiple bills of materials, but have sound reporting capability and
reliable data export too."

Choosing reliability and reputation

Nutri-Tech looked at half a dozen or more products over the course of several months before deciding that
MYOB EXOt Business (formerly MYOB Exonet) was the right product for their business.

"We had a number of criteria by which we were judging each product" says Sait, "but ultimately it boiled
down to two things - MYOB EXO'S ability to integrate historical data from our previous systems, and price".

Nutri-Tech also wanted the reassurance of a product that came with the highest level of support.

"Not only is MYOB a trusted brand throughout Australia," says Sai! "but our local MYOB EXO specialist in
Queensland, EBS, was a company with an enviable reputation for service and expertise".

"Considering the shocking experience we'd had with our previous provider, it was no small comfort to
know that we had a company like EBS behind us."



Securing the basics

Sait admits the implementation of MYOB EXO Business was farfrom perfect. The impending expiry of
the license on their failing software package meant that the entire process had to be rushed.

Still, she is philosophical about the outcome.

"Sure, we made some mistakes during the implementation. But the bottom line was that we had a very
small window in which to operate. We stood to lose a lot of historical data if we didnt get the system in
place in time, and that would've been catastrophic," says Sait.

Nutri-Techt historical data consisted of over 400,000 transactions. Trying to import all that, and make
sense of it was a considerable task.

Despite time pressures, the basics were in place inside a week. Nutri-Tech didn't lose a day of trading in
the process either, something that Sait attributes in large part to the expertise of EBS.

"EBS were brilliant" she says. "ln fact l'd go as far as to say that they saved us from disaster."

Getting up to speed

The rushed implementation also prwented Nutri-Tech from adopting a structured training regime. Despite
initial concerns, howwer, Sait says getting a basic understanding of MYOB EXO was almost instantaneous.

"l mastered the basics myself, and trained the rest of the organisation where I could," says Sait.
"However, even with little or no formal training, most people were comfortable using the system within
a couple of weeks."

"Of course there was some fine tuning needed," adds Sait. "But with EBS on board, we always had
somebody to refer back to for more complicated issues, such as balancing imported dates. And that was
a great comfort."

A sound investment for the future

With the system up and running for the first time, Sait says MYOB EXO's speed and stabilitywas
instantly noticeable, as was the reliability of data.

"You should be able to take that sort of thing for granted of course," says Sait. "But given our previous
experience, we were gratefuljust to have the basics working as they should."

Itt not only the reliability thatt noticeable - it's what you can do with the data, according to Sait.

"Drillability is excellent" she says. "We've got real control over the level of detail we choose to see, from
general summaries to highly specific views, which makes our costs more traceable. Better still, we can
export almost any data to Excel, which means our data ftow doesn't stop with MYOB EXO."

Sait also says the capacity to create forms and templates is almost limitless, meaning Nutri-Tech is not
restricted by off-the-shelf fu nctionality.

"We use a huge variety of extra fields in MYOB EXO Business which means our data in MYOB EXO
continues to be useful elsewhere. lt also means it's a system that can expand as we dq" she adds,
"which makes it a sound investment for the future".

A balanced solution

For Sait, the MYOB EXO experience has been a success story of two halves. On the one hand there's the
reliability, flexibility and ease of use of the product itself. On the other, there's the first rate support of a
MYOB partner company like EBS and the added functionality they can bring to the product in terms of
customised modules.

"For the first time, Sait says, we can make genuine use of the information that's captured. And that
means we can see exactly how our business is growing."


